Abstract: Traditional outlier mining methods identify outliers from a global point of view. These methods are inefficient to find locally-biased data points (outliers) in low dimensional subspaces. Constrained concept lattices can be used as an effective formal tool for data analysis because constrained concept lattices have the characteristics of high constructing efficiency, practicability, and pertinency,. In this paper，we propose an outlier mining algorithm that by treats the intent of any constrained concept lattice node as a subspace. We introduce sparsity and density coefficientsto measure outliers in low dimensional subspaces. The intent of any constrained concept lattice node is regarded as a subspace，and sparsity subspaces are searched by traversing the constrained concept lattice according to a sparsity coefficient threshold. If the intent of any father node of the sparsity subspace is a density subspace according to a density coefficient threshold, then objects contained in the extent of the sparsity subspace node are considered as bias data points or outliers. Our experimental results show that the proposed algorithm performs very well for high red-shift spectral data sets.
Introduction
Concept lattice is also known as Galois lattice and formal concept analysis, which was proposed by Wille in 1982 [1] . Concept lattice is a hierarchical data structure constructed by binary relationships between objects and attributes in a data set, reflecting the relations of generalization and specialization among concepts through Hasse diagrams [1] . Concept lattice -an effective tool for data analysis and knowledge representation -has been widely utilized in the fields of knowledge engineering, data mining, and information retrieval. Currently, research on knowledge discovery using concept lattice includes association rules [3, 4, 13] and classification rules [5] . However, using concept lattice to discover outliers receives little attention in the literature.
Outliers have the characteristics of grossly deviating from other data points and not satisfying general patterns or behaviors of a data set [6] . Outliers generally come from errors of measurements, inputs, and/or human actions. These data points need to be deleted or revised; otherwise they could adversely affect data analysis results. On the other hand, outliers may possibly reflect true natures of data sets thereby being more valuable than normal data.. Evidence shows that outliers should be safeguarded, because outliers usually help people to discover intriguing and unexpected knowledge. Sample application domains where outliers are widely applied include credit card management, network invasion detection, and medical research. Practically speaking, outliers in high dimensional data sets exhibit obvious deviations in certain dimensions while no marked departure in other dimensions. Traditional outlier mining methods include distance-based [6] , statistical-based [10] , local density based [11] and deviation-model-based approaches [12] . These approaches discover outliers from a global point of view. The existing mining methods are inadequate in identifying deviation data points in a low dimensional subspace, especially in the presence of noise. In 2005, Agarwal and Yu put forward a new method of outlier detection for high dimensional data [7] . Their scheme projects high dimensional data into low subspaces, adopts a genetic algorithm to search for sparsity subspaces, and judges whether outliers exist by using sparsity coefficient. The downside of their approach lies in accuracy in outlier discovery. For example, (1) a low dimensional sparsity subspace, decided by the sparsity coefficient, may comprise many normal sparse data points; hence, it is not appropriate to use the sparsity coefficient to determine the sparsity subspace; (2) there is no guarantee that a subspace of the smallest sparsity coefficient can be discovered (see, for example, [7] ); (3) there is no guarantee that all data points satisfying outlier conditions can be discovered, meaning that the completeness of results cannot be ensured. Because outliers are often apt to occur in some dimensions, a key problem of discovering outliers in high dimensional data sets is how to efficiently and accurately identify sparsity subspaces in which the outliers are contained.
Each node in a concept lattice is made up of two parts: intent (attribute set) and extent (object set possessing its attribute set). Thanks to the completeness and accuracy of concept lattice, concept lattice provides a complete and accurate data structure to express and describe subspaces containing outliers. Constrained concept lattice [9] adopts the predicate logic to describe background knowledge that users are interested in. Constrained concept lattice has a few salient features. First, it introduces background knowledge into the process of constructing concept lattice.Second, it improves the constructing efficiency of concept lattice by reducing space-time complexity. Third, it enhances practicability and pertinency of extracting knowledge from the concept lattice.
In low dimensional subspaces, a constrained-concept-lattice-based outlier mining algorithm treats the intent of any constrained concept lattice node as a subspace. We define and discuss sparsity and density coefficients, which measure outliers in low dimensional subspaces. Sparsity subspaces are searched according to a sparsity coefficient threshold. If the intent of any father node of the sparsity subspace is a density subspace according to a density coefficient threshold, then objects contained in the extent of the sparsity subspace node are considered as bias data points or outliers in low dimensional subspace. We conduct experiment to show that our algorithm is effective in mining outliers in the high red-shift spectral data sets.
Concept lattice and sparsity subspace

Concept lattice
Concept lattice is a formal context containing a set of objects, a set of attributes and a relation between objects and attributes [1] . The relationship in concept lattice describes attributes possessed in each objects.. Now we formally present the formal context as a triple K = (G, M, I), where G is an object set and M is an attribute set and I is a binary relation between G and M, i.e., I⊆G×M. Given g∈G, m∈M, and (g, m) ∈I, we denote this relation as "g I m", meaning that object g has attribute m. Table 1 shows an example formal context, where objects G set is O = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, attributes M set is A ={H, C, N, I}, and incidence relation I is marked as Y in the table.
Let K = (G, M, I) be a formal context. A formal concept J is a pair of elements (A, B), where A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M. Elements A and B are the extent and intent of formal concept J. And the two elements A and B satisfy the following conditions.
(1) A=B′= {a∈G| ∀b∈B, a I b} (2) B=A′= {b∈M| ∀a∈A, a I b} In general, concept lattice provides a way to discover sensible groups of objects that have common attributes in a certain context [1] . A concept is a collection of all objects sharing a set of attributes in a given context. The partial-order relation ≤ among all formal concepts is expressed as (A 1 , B 1 ) ≤ (A 2 , B 2 ) ⇔A 1 ⊆A 2 ⇔ B 2 ⊆B 1 . All formal concepts and a partial-order relation in the formal context K form a complete lattice called concept lattice or general concept lattice. Let us , denote a complete lattice as L(G, M, I). Table 1 .
There are general approaches to constructing concept lattices. The first one is the batch algorithm [14] and another one is the incremental algorithm [2] . The Godin algorithm is a representative incremental construction algorithm creating concept lattices [2] . Figure 1 is a concept lattice constructed from the formal context in Table1. In this figure, H denotes headache, C denotes chest distress, N denotes nausea, I denotes insolation, Y denotes "YES", and N denotes "NO".
Constrained concept lattice
During the process of constructing concept lattice, users may not be interested in certain combinations of attributes contained in concept lattice intents. In addition, the combinations may be insignificant from applications' perspective. Thus, we can construct a concept lattice according to users' interest and understanding of a data set. This approach allows us to create the structure of a concept lattice in a pertinent and practical way. Before adopting the predicate logic to express background knowledge representing users' interest and understanding, we first define predicates, which are used to form a predicate formula P to express background knowledge [9] . Definition 1 Let us considera formal concept h(A, B). If h(A, B) is a user's concerned node andP(h(A, B))=.T. indicates the attributes in intent B satisfy the constrained condition, P. , then we define Care(B)= .T.. If h (A, B) is not a concerned node for user (i.e., P (h(A, B)) =.F.), then we define Care (B) = .F.. Definition 2 A formal concept is described as h = ((A, B), P), where P is a constrained condition, A⊆G is the extent of h, B⊆M is the intent of h. A and B in formal concept h satisfy the following three conditions. An incremental constructing algorithm CCLA was proposed to create constrained concept lattice [9] . Any constrained concept lattice constructed by CCLA equals to a general concept lattice when there is no background knowledge (P=Φ). Figure 2 is a constrained concept lattice constructed from the formal context in Table1 with background knowledge P=H∨N. From Figures 1 and 2 , it can be seen that constrained concept lattice is a sub-structure of concept lattice in the same formal context, and all combinations of the attributes contained in concept lattice intent satisfy constrained condition defined by background knowledge. Therefore, a constrained concept lattice has more practicability and more pertinent than concept lattice. Constructing a constrained concept lattice is more efficient than building the corresponding concept lattice.
Sparsity coefficient and sparsity subspace
Suppose there are N records in a high dimensional data set DB. Each dimension is divided into θ discrete intervals; every record is independent of each other. Constructing a k-dimensional cube by selecting k attributes, one can randomly distribute N records in the cube with the probability (1/θ) k according to the Bernoulli probability. The record number of every interval is its mathematic expectation N*(1/θ) k . Agarwal and Yu introduce sparsity coefficient S(D) (see the following formula)to measure the deviation degree of data points in a subspace [7] , where f = 1/θ, n (D) is the number of records in the k-dimensional cube D. For a k-dimensional sparsity subspace D and the object number n(D) ≥0, from
. This expression shows that maximal dimension of bias data points or outliers measured by S(D) formula is
A constrained-concept-lattice-based outlier mining
Adopting constrained concept lattices as a tool to express subspaces, we improve the constructing efficiency of concept lattice and reduce the space-time complexity of searching subspaces. Our approach makes outlier mining results practicable and pertinent. All sparsity subspaces can be searched by traversing a contained concept lattice. To improve accuracy of the discovered outliers, we focus on an effective sparsity metric to measure outliers in low dimensional subspaces.
In a sparsity subspace, sparsity coefficient merely indicates that the number of objects contained in the subspace is far less than the expected value. Sparsity coefficient is unable to effectively represent the deviation degree of a data point in the sparsity subspace. Hence, the sparsity subspace determined only by S(D) is not necessarily a true sparsity subspace. Now let us take a look at an example. where there are many young patients in a hospital and the patients suffer from hypertension. If very few young people suffer from hypertension, then a valuable outlier emerges: "young people suffer from hypertension". On the other hand, if young patients in the hospital are few, a discovered outlier by sparsity coefficient S(D) shows that young people suffering from hypertension is obviously not reasonable. This is because the small number of young people suffering from this disease is chiefly due to the small number of young patients. To avoid such irrational results caused by the sparseness of objects in the lower dimensional subspaces, we have to examine the true subspaces of a sparsity subspace. Only when the number of data objects contained in the true subspaces of a sparsity subspace reaches a certain level, objects included in the sparsity subspace can be considered as outliers. This allows us to identify valuable deviation data or true outliers. For example, only if the number of young patients and the number of people suffering hypertension are both sufficiently large, the conclusion "young people suffering from hypertension" is a reasonable conclusion.
As mathematical expectation can be considered as the average number of objects in a subspace, we enable a user to provide a new coefficient(density coefficient). The pair of the expectation and the user supplied coefficiency are then used evaluate the dense degree of subspaces. Definition 6 Suppose we have a data set DB, attribute set M, and object set G. Each attribute is divided into θ ranges, DENSE is a density coefficient given by users, D is a subspace composed of attribute set B, (B⊆M) with object set A, (A⊆G). D is a density subspace if |A|≥DENSE*|G|*(1/θ) |B| . Because |G|*(1/θ) |B| is the average number (expected value) of objects in a subspace, a large value of DENSE leads to a large number of objects contained in density subspace D. A large DENSE value also results in high dense degrees of density subspace D. The minimal number of objects contained in the density subspace equals to the expected value when DENSE=1. Such a minimal number is smaller than the expected value when 0<DENSE<1; the minimal number is bigger than the expected value when DENSE>1. Definition 7 Suppose we have a data set DB, attribute set M, and object set G. Let D be a reduction subspace constructed by any reduction attribute set B, (B⊆M) with object set A (A⊆G) and D be a sparsity subspace. If reduction subspace D 1 constructed by attribute set B 1 (B 1 ⊂B and |B 1 |=|B|-1) and D 1 is a density subspace, then D is an outlier subspace and objects in A are outliers. T. Definition 8 shows that for constrained intent h, there are not redundant attributes in its every constrained intent reduction in which the attributes satisfy P. The details on the intent reduction algorithm can be found in [8] .
Definition 9 Let K = (G, M, I) be any formal context, P be background knowledge. For ∀h=((A, B), P)∈ L(G, M, I, P), the constrained intent reduction set RED of h is {B i | B i is a constrained intent reduction of h}. If ∃B i ∈ RED , the subspace D constructed by attribute set B i is a sparsity subspace and a subspace D 1 constructed by any attribute set S (S⊂B i and |S|=|B i |-1) is a density subspace, then concept h is a constrained outlier concept and objects in A are outliers. 
Since h j is a father concept of h, hence B j ′⊃A. B 1 ′=A is inconsistent with B 1 ′⊇B j ′; therefore, the hypothesis is wrong. Theorems 1 and 2 suggest that the constrained intent reduction set of any concept lattice node can be derived by computing a difference set between the node's intent and father concept intents. Theorem 3 Let K = (G, M, I) be any formal context and P be the background knowledge. For outlier subspace S constructed by constrained reduction attribute set D(D⊆M) and object set O≠Φ (O= D′) contained in S, then ∃h=((A, B), P)∈L(G, M, I, P) and the constrained intent reduction set RED={B i | B i is the constrained intent reduction of h } satisfy D∈RED and O= A. Proof：According to [1] , (D′, D′′) satisfies the completeness of concept lattice ⇒(D′, D′′)∈ L(G, M, I)⇒D⊆ D′′. According to Definitions 3 and 9, Care(D) ⇒ ((D′, D′′), P)∈L(G, M, I, P), O=D′⇒∃h= ((O, D′′), P)∈ L(G, M, I, P). O=D′ ⇒ constrained reduction attribute set D. According to Definitions 4 and 8, we have D∈RED. Theorem 4 Let K = (G, M, I) be a formal context and P be K's background knowledge. If ∃ outlier subspace S constructed by constrained reduction attribute set D(D⊆M) and object set O≠Φ (O=D′) contained in S, then ∃h=((A,B),P)∈L(G,M,I,P) satisfies A=O and h is an outlier constrained concept.
Proof：According to Theorem 3, ∃h=((A, D′′), P)∈ L(G, M, I, P) and D∈RED={B i | B i is the constrained intent reduction of h}. Definition 7 shows that subspace S 1 constructed by attribute set D 1, (D 1 ⊂D and |D 1 |=|D|-1), is a density subspace if S is a sparsity subspace. According to Definition 9, h=((A, D′′), P) is an outlier constrained concept.
Theorem 3 and 4 suggest that the outlier mining method using constrained concept lattices has the characteristics of completeness, i.e., for an outlier subspace, we can identify its corresponding outlier concept in the constrained concept lattice. This approach guarantees that objects contained in the outlier subspace are the same as in the extent of the constrained outlier concept node.
A constrained-concept-lattice-based outlier mining algorithm
The above analysis allows us to compute a constrained intent reduction set by (1) generating a difference set between a concept and its father concept intents and (2) identify all the outliers according to Definition 9. Our constrained-concept-lattice-based outlier mining algorithm is described as follows： Algorithm OMACCL (outlier mining algorithm based on constrained concept lattices) input： constrained concept lattice, sparsity coefficient threshold TS, density coefficient DENSE, background knowledge P=P 1 ∨P 2 ∨...∨P n output：Outlier  ； /* k is maximal dimensional number of the outlier , according to [7] 4 N= |G|* + TS* | | * (1 ) During the process of computing the intent reduction (see line 8), there is no need to consider constrained intent reductions whose attribute number is larger than K (see line 10). The OMACCL algorithmfirst computes a difference set between the intent of a concept and the intent of its father concept. In the worst case, a concept has |C|-3 father concepts (|C| is the number of concepts in a concept lattice). Thus, the time complexity of computing the difference set is O(|C|). Then, each difference set needs to perform an intersection operation with the intent reduction set, and the maximal number of constrained intent reductions whose attribute number is not bigger than K, is When the OMACCL algorithm processes density subspaces, OMACCL enumerates the |R|-1-dimension subset of R and decides whether it is a density subspace using Definition 6. Therefore, the time complexity of processing the density subspace is O(|R|). The total time complexity of the OMACCL algorithm is O( 
An example.
We show how the OMACCL algorithm works using an example of contained concept lattice plotted in Figure 2 . Let sparsity coefficient threshold TS be -0.1 and density coefficient DENSE be 1. In this example, the maximal dimension of all the outlier subspaces is k=2, meaning that the maximal attribute number contained in an intent is not more than 2. The maximal object number contained in an extent is N =1. The constrained intent reduction set of concept #6 is Red={{H, C, I}} (see [8] ). Because we have |{H,C,I}|>2, concept #6 is not an outlier concept. The constrained intent reduction attribute set of concept #7 is Red={{H, N},{N, C}}. Now we consider constrained intent reduction {H, N}. Subspaces constructed by subsets {H} and {N} of {H, N} are density subspaces and; therefore, concept #7 is an outlier concept. Object id3 in concept #7 is an outlier, which suggests that patient id3 has the symptom of headache, chest distress, nausea, but s/he does not have the symptom of isolation. Figure 2 shows the structure of constrained concept lattice. Our OMACCL algorithm reduces the space-time complexity and the searching range of concepts. Because the attributes of the constrained intent reduction is of users' interests and outlier information extracted is of the users' concern, OMACCL improves the practicability and pertinency of outlier-mining results.
Experiments and analysis
We implement the OMACCL algorithm and conduct experiments using a server that contains a Pentium III-1.0G CPU, 256M memory, Windows XP operating system and ORACLE 9i DBMS. For comparison purpose, we also implement two existing solutions:the CCLA [9] and Godin [2] algorithms Visual C++6.0. Input data sets for all the tested algorithms are derived from a high red-shifted spectrum database provided by the National Observatory in Beijing, China. The high red-shifted spectra preprocessed in the following two steps are used as formal context of our experiments. 1) For each high red-shifted spectrum, we choose 44 characteristic lines as attributes. 2) For each characteristic line, flux, peak-width and shape information of the absorption line are divided into 7 discrete values. Tables 2,  3 and 4 show the efficiency and correctness of the OMACCL algorithm. In the three tables, NII-1, OI-2 and H\d\ga denote the characteristic lines of the high red-shifted spectra.
The experiment results summarized in Tables 2，3 and 4 validate that all outliers mined from the constrained concept lattice are included in the outliers derived from the concept lattice. The mining results also satisfy the constrained conditions specified as the background knowledge. This result proves that the OMACCL algorithm is correct. Because the time and space complexity of constructing a constrained concept lattice is less than building a general concept lattice, the outlier-mining efficiency of OMACCL is higher than those of the two existing schemes. Using the SQL statements, we validate that all the outliers mined from the constrained concept lattice satisfy the sparsity coefficient threshold TS, the density coefficiency DENSE, and the background knowledge P. The results show that OMACCL is feasible and highly effective.
In Table 2 (see also lines 3 and 4 of OMACCL), the outliers are mined in a three dimensional subspace when -4.8≤TS≤-4.3 and in a four dimensional subspace when -1.4≤TS≤-0.48. Therefore, the outlier number is 10 when TS=-4.3 and is 3 when TS=-1.4. The number of records, the density coefficient, and the background knowledge remain unchanged. When the TS value is decreased, some of the original sparsity subspaces no longer satisfy the condition of sparsity subspace; some sparsity concepts no longer satisfy the condition of sparsity concept. Thus, the number of the extracted outliers drops. When the number of sparsity concepts decreases, only the intent reduction densities of the forefather concept nodes of those sparsity concepts need to be checked; thus, the time spent in outlier mining is reduced. Sparsity coefficient reflects the sparse degree of a subspace. The density excludes the possibility of data deviation caused by the small number of samples in a subspace. Hence, with the unchanged density degree, decreasing TS and increasing the deviation degree of data objects in outlier subspace can improve the accuracy of discovered results. In Table 3 , we fix the number of records, TS, and the background knowledge. With the increasing value of the density coefficient, the number of objects included in a density subspace increases, and some of the original density subspaces would no longer satisfy the condition of density subspace. As a result, the number of outliers decreases. If a sparsity concept is not an outlier concept with respect to its intent reductions, we need to determine real subset in its forefather concept node to figure out whether it is a density subspace. When it comes to outlier concepts, we simply need to find out some intent reductions that satisfy formula S(D) without checking the rest of the intent reductions. With the decreasing number of outliers, the time spent in mining outliers is substantially reduced. In summary, the number of records or the TS value affect the number of sparsity concept nodes, which in turn make significant impacts on on the efficiency of outlier mining. In contrast, the density coefficient only decides whether an entire or part of the intent of a sparsity concept should be reduced; hence, the density coefficient has less impact on the efficiency of outlier mining. The density coefficient along with TS affects the performance of the outlier-mining algorithm. In Table 4 , the number of records, TS, and DENSE remain unchanged. When the constrained condition is increased, node number of the constrained concept lattice is decreased accordingly. Consequently, time spent in building the lattice is also decreased. Therefore, the number of outliers and mining time are both decreased due to the decrease in the number of subspaces satisfying TS and DS. Since the outliers mined from a constrained concept lattice satisfy the constraining condition given by users, the outliers are more pertinent and practical. Our OMACCL algorithm avoids inefficient outlier Using the SQL statements in the above experiments, all outliers mined in Tables 2, 3 , and 4 meet the requirements of sparsity coefficient, density coefficient thresholds and constrained condition. Furthermore, the astronomers from the National Observatory in Beijing, China manually validated the correctness of these outliers. In the case where the number of data points is 5412, constrained condition P=(OI-2 ∧H \d\ga) ∨(SII -3 ∧CaII -2), DEN=0.8 and TS= -1.4, our OMACCL discovered four outliers (see Figure 3 ). The evidence shows that OMACCL can identify the smallest sparsity coefficient subspace, thereby guaranteeing the completeness of the outlier mining results. 
Related work and comparisons
Concept lattice, being a useful tool for data analysis and knowledge processing, can concisely express the relations of generalization and specialization among concepts through the Hasse diagram [1] . With its straight-forwardness, conciseness and completeness of knowledge expression, concept lattice has been successfully applied to data mining and knowledge discovery, digital library, literature retrieval, software engineering, medical data analysis, and CBR（case-based reasoning). Research on knowledge discovery using concept lattice includes association rules and classification rules [3, 4, 5, 13] . However, little attention has been paid to outlier discovery suing concept lattice.
Nowadays, there are mainly four types of outlier-mining approaches.
(1) Statistical methods [10, 19] learn a distributive or probable model for a given data set and adopt a discordance test to decide outliers according to a model. These methods demand parameters of the data set, the distribution parameters and the expected outliers, which are in most cases unknown. The common problem is that most tests aim at a single attribute. However, data mining normally requires discovering outliers in a high dimensional space. (2) Distance-based methods [6, 18] discover outliers by computing the distances between data points; their computational complexity is usually high; this is especially true for high dimensional data sets. It is difficult to find data deviations appearing in a low dimensional space. Typical algorithms of these methods are either index-based or unit-based. (3) Deviation-based methods [12] imitate reasoning patterns of human thoughts. In these approaches, an apparent difference of one data point to others is rapidly discovered after observing a consecutive sequence. The main downside of such methods is that dissimilarity function is difficult to define if there is no priori knowledge about the data. The commonly used techniques include the sequence abnormal technique and the OLAP data cube technique [15] . (4) In the density methods [11] , object distances for all dimensions of data points are first computed. Then, the reachable density of each point is computed. Finally, outliers are mined by local deviations. Such methods are very time consuming, because the LOF (Local Outlier Factor) value of each data point must be calculated. Since most outlier mining methods treat outliers from a global point of view, these methods have a stumbling block in discovering deviated data points in a low-dimensional subspace. Thus, the existing solutions are inadequate for high-dimensional data.
Recently, a novel robust outlier detection method was proposed for high dimensional datasets [16] . This scheme detects high dimensional outliers based on user examples and tolerates incorrect inputs. Another strategy was designed to detect outlying subspaces in high-dimensional databases using the genetic algorithm paradigm for searching outlying subspaces [17] . The subspace-based high-dimensional outlier mining method presented in [7] utilizes the genetic algorithm to identifyoutliers and improves mining efficiency and result rationality. Since genetic algorithms cannot ensure the completeness of search results, the above schemes may miss or fail to discover data points with the smallest sparsity coefficient. If sparsity coefficient is only used to decide data behaviors in a subspace, the algorithms cannot effectively deal with subspace sparsity from a normal data set's sparsity; consequently, mining results are inaccurate and incomplete.
OMACCL treats each concept node of a constrained concept lattice as a subspace, the sparsity coefficient of which can be efficiently calculated. All sparsity subspaces are searched by traversing constrained concept lattice nodes according to a sparsity coefficient threshold. Objects contained in the extent of the sparsity subspace node are considered as outliers if the intent of any father node of the sparsity subspace is a density subspace. Making use of the density coefficient, OMACCL effectively overcomes the problem of normal data deviations in the low-dimensional subspace due to data sparsity. OMACCL also improves the accuracy of mining results. Because outliers mined from a constrained concept lattice satisfy constraining conditions specified by users, the outliers are more pertinent and practical. Thus, mining results yielded by OMACCL can be easily understood and further processed by users.
8.Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a constrained concept lattice based outlier mining algorithm OMACCL that deals the intent of a constrained concept lattice node as a subspace. Using background knowledge offered by users to construct a constrained concept lattice, our OMACCL algorithm reduces the time and space complexity of constructing lattices. Using the real-world spectral data sets, we demonstrate that OMACCL can extract highly pertinent and accurate outlier knowledge. As a future research direction, we plan to integrate the implemented OMACCL algorithm into an outlier mining system for astronomical spectrum data. The integrated system will be operated in the National Observatory in Beijing, China.
